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Abstract. This paper focuses on the comparison of sense of humour and attitudes to humour in a
peer group of 10–11 year-olds. It surveys children with normal intellectual abilities and children
with mild intellectual disability (mild ID). The SHQ-6 questionnaire and a set of cartoons were used
as research tools. Although children with mild ID regard humourists as irritating and they feel
uncomfortable in situations where someone jokes, they generally laugh more. Does it mean they
understand jokes better, if they laugh more?
Introduction
Many research studies have been conducted addressing the topic of humour and there are a number
of established classics in the field which deserve to be mentioned [1]. Research of the culture at
Czech schools has a tradition in the Czech Republic and several research teams addressed this topic
[2, 3]. There also exist major studies studying the function of humour in school children [4]. We are
interested in humour as a phenomenon allowing mutual interactions between children educated
separately in the Czech educational system – some attending mainstream elementary school and
others schools for pupils with mild mental disabilities. In a pilot research study that focuses on a
comparison of sense of humour across a group of children with different intellectual abilities and
studies their sense of humour in relation to the cultural setting in which they had been encultured,
we present the results achieved by performing the SHQ-6 test [5] on a group of children with
normal intellectual capacity and a group of children diagnosed with mild ID.
Theory
According to research studies, sense of humour and attitudes to humour are related to the level of
cognitive development of the individual [6, 7]. A qualitative change occurs at the age of 11–12 [8].
The acquisition of schemata together with development of intellectual operations enables
understanding of more complex jokes [8, 9]. According to the cognitivist concept, jokes are a result
of disruption of the anticipated schema, and the punchline is a result of a situation of conceptual
incongruity. [11]. The question is whether children with mild ID have the same understanding of
jokes as their peers without mild ID. Understanding condensed situations such as situations
presented in jokes requires certain cultural experience that is related to shared cultural values and
norms that constitute a cultural identity [12]. We believe that similarly as intelligence tests [13] also
humorous situations or jokes are conditioned by cultural experience. Another obvious piece of
information is that humour is one of the coping strategies employed to manage anxiety [1]. Shared
humour reinforces social bonds and sharing of humorous situations and laughter reinforces group
identity [4]. On the other hand, hostile jokes may exclude those not belonging to the group or may
be considered an act of sublimed aggression [4].
The complexity of humour and sense of humour as a phenomenon raises the question whether
humour can play a bond-forming role in various peer groups and whether it can help overcome
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intellectual and social barriers. Another question that can be raised is what kind of barriers to
understanding jokes are posed by reduced intellectual capacity and whether the function of the
super-ego as the structure benefiting from a joke is the same in both groups. Super-ego consists of
internalized cultural notions and norms acquired in early childhood and, at the same time, it is also
the structure that provides the pleasure found by the ego in humour [15].
Methodology
The aim of our partial survey was to get an idea whether it is possible at all to talk about different
attitudes to humour in the context of normal and slightly reduced intellectual capacity. To determine
the attitude to humour, we used the SHQ_6 questionnaire, which measures the meta message
sensitivity (M-items) and attitude to humorous situations, liking of humorous situation (L-items) [5].
To verify the ability to laugh, we compiled a test series of 23 images of which 21 were a joke and 2
represented a normal situation.
The images used in the test were compiled based on an analysis of cartoons from children’s
magazines (ABC, Mateřídouška) and websites intended for children (www.alik.cz, www.detsky.net,
www.detskestranky.cz, www.detsky-web.cz and www.psina.cz). 240 jokes were collected from the
period of 1990–2016, two thirds of the jokes were from the period of 2012–2015. The jokes used in
the test were jokes with no or very little accompanying text, and the punchline was achieved by a
single cartoon picture. Cartoon strips were not included in the analysed set. Also jokes with racist,
sexual or violent content were excluded. The selected jokes were redrawn in order to achieve
similar graphic appearance and to eliminate the impact of the cartoonist’s style on the evaluation of
jokes and to allow the respondents to focus exclusively on the schema presented by the joke. The
set included simple jokes with a single time plane: the structure of the joke consisted in a paradox or
use of the schema in a different context. Complicated jokes were jokes involving two time planes,
jokes presenting a situation that tuned into a paradox as a result of an action or reaction, or where
the presented schema was put in a different context. Another important aspect was the selection of
the main character– in terms of relationship to the punchline it is irrelevant whether this character
represents a smart person (fox) or stupid person (moron) [8, 10]. Another important factor for
differentiating jokes is the generic aspect; whether the main character is a human being or a
symbolic figure and to what extent does the child have an opportunity to identify with the hero. For
each of the jokes, children were asked to indicate the intensity of comicality (using a five-point
rating scale consisting of “smileys”) and the interviewer also measured the time required to
understand the joke and established the respondents’ overall response according to the intensity of
laughter.
The survey was conducted in April and May 2016, and the researched group consisted of
children at the upper end of the lower primary school grades (grades 4 and 5) aged 10–12 years.
The average age of intact children was 10.7 years and the average age of children with mild ID was
11.7 years (they often start attending school with a one-year delay and they also more frequently
repeat the same grade). 48 children, of which 24 boys and 24 girls, were from common primary
schools, and 48 children belonged to a group attending school for pupils with mild ID, of which 24
were boys and 24 girls. Children from common schools were selected by paired selection (gender,
grade).
Pilot Survey Results
The results obtained from the HSQ 6 questionnaire are shown in Table 1. Statistically significant
difference between the two studied groups of children was identified in replies to questions
measuring attitude to humorous situations, liking of humorous situation (L-items). Children with
mild ID consider humourists as more irresponsible and less reliable (HSQ 2), and they show a
stronger tendency to be put out of ease by humourists (HSQ 5). The difference between the two
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groups in responses to questions focusing on meta message sensitivity (M-items) was markedly
pronounced and the difference was far beyond the limit of statistical significance.
Table 1 Comparison of the HSQ 6 questionnaire in children with normal intellectual capacity and
in children with mild ID.
Children with
normal
Children with
intellectual
mild ID
capacity
(average
(average
rating)
rating)

Rating of
statements by
children with
mild ID
higher/lower
by:

Statistically
significant
difference
T test
(Yes/No)

HSQ_01: Do you easily recognize a mark of
humorous intent?
(1: Very easy - 4: Very sluggishly) *

2.09

2.39

14.4 %

NO
(0.102)

HSQ_02: Persons who are always out to be
funny are really irresponsible types not to be
relied upon.
(1: Not at all -: Yes, indeed)

1.89

2.65

40.2 %

YES
(0.000)

HSQ_03: Do you consider yourself to be a
mirthful person?
(1: Yes indeed - 4: Not at all)

2.09

2.33

11.5 %

NO
(0.160)

HSQ_04: Would you easily find something
humorous in most situations if you really
tried?
(1: Very easy - 4: Very difficult)

2.28

2.52

10.5 %

NO
(0.196)

HSQ_05: Humourists irritate me because
they so blatantly revel in getting others to
laugh.
(1: Not at all - 4: Yes indeed)

1.77

2.37

33.9 %

YES
(0.001)

HSQ_06: Do you easily smile and laugh?
(1: Very easy - 4: Very difficult)

1.74

1.96

12.6 %

NO
(0.237)

* Every question in the test is rated on a 4-point rating scale. Limit values are shown for illustrative purposes
here.

In the second part of the research we focused on comparing the perceived comicality of cartoons.
Statistical evaluation showed that children with mild ID evaluated images generally as slightly more
humorous, but below the limit of statistical significance. . With a statistically significant difference,
the group with mild ID evaluated control pictures, which were not actually funny, as more
humorous. While children with normal intellectual capacity evaluated the control images as
depicting a “normal situation”, the children with mild ID assessed these with on the average one
point higher scores on the 5-point scale evaluating them as “slightly funny” (a smiling smiley). A
result confirming our expectations were different ratings of cartoons requiring more complex visual
analysis or cartoons with intellectually more demanding text.
Summary
An interesting paradox can be observed in the results of the survey. Children with mild ID
expressed agreement with the following statements: “Persons who are always out to be funny are
really irresponsible types not to be relied upon.” and “Humourists irritate me because they so
blatantly revel in getting others to laugh.”. At the same time, during the test they laughed more
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often and they often evaluated jokes as more funny. Referring to the psychoanalytic theory [15], we
believe that this paradox can be explained by higher levels of anxiety in children with mild ID.
They feel uncertain in the presence of the joking others, whether it is because they are not sure
whether the joke or the funny act might be directed against them, or because they do not understand
the joke or humour. On the other hand, they often laugh, even if the cartoon is apparently neutral.
This finding can be interpreted as readiness to express emotions, as lower control over emotions or
as a defence mechanism that helps them maintain internal integrity.
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